Duration

60 mins

Team/Age:

U10s

Organization Groton
Theme:

Creating Space and Receiving

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Warm Up
SPLAT!
Variation to 'freeze tag' or
'stuck in the mud'

Click to insert session diagram

5-10 mins

Part 2
Break into space!
5-10 mins
Click to insert session diagram

Part 3
Break into space progression with defenders
10-15 mins

Objectives

Key Coaching Points

Each player must control their ball
in the area and avoid being
'splatted' by those in the pinnies.

Dribbling principles

AIM - Same as previous - can we
break into the space to receive the
ball from one side and play through
to the other.

1. Verbal and non-verbal
communication - Can we be clever
to find ways to communicate with
the passer to trick the defender?

Defenders in now so tempo and
realism is increased

2. We want to start our run from
behind the defender to beat them
to the ball

Q - Where is the danger?
Q - How can I protect the ball?
If you are splatted! you must freeze Q - How can i recognize space and
where you are with the ball in the team-mates?
air and your legs apart.
Encourage;
You can be freed by other players A. Head up
dribbling their ball through your
B. Scanning
legs.
C. Close control if no space
D. To dribble quickly when freeing
Progress - weaker foot dribble/
a team-mate
different movement methods
E. Encourage creative turns to get
away from Splatters!
You can only be tagged when you
Set
uphave
a 5 xa5ball
yard- players
grid with
cones
don't
must
pass Coaching points
and
then
a cone each
around
themselves
to side
'save'which
each is
10 yards apart from each side of the 1. Communicate for the ball
other.
grid.
2. Make the movement explosive
out of the grid and game realistic
Objective: Player in the middle
3. Receive on the back foot
must break out of the grid to
4. 'Open the door' early so that
receive the ball played in from one body shape is appropriate
side. After that they must play the 5. Play on one/two touch ball to opposite player and then
encourage - but ensure the
repeat.
technique is correct
6. Weight of pass from the end
Plenty repetition of breaking into players must be correct.
space and receiving on back foot.

Click to insert session diagram

3. Can you show me a clever trick
or turn to get past?
Rotate the players.
Set up a netball court style field split into 3 thirds with a goal at
each end.

Part 4
Netball/Soccer
15 mins
Click to insert session diagram

Area must be around 20x15 with
end zones being 5 yards and the
middle being larger to around 10
yards (as more players in there).

Progress this to soccer once
players understand the rules.
They must remain in their 'thirds'
according to def/mid/attack.
Progress no.2
Once player pass ball into one third
successfully they can join the
attack to create an overload.

AIM - get ball one side to another
using hands. You cannot run when
you have the ball - Players must be POINTS - Use the pitch boundaries
creative and work on exploding
to create space then explode into
into space to receive the ball
space quickly to beat defender to
the ball. Communication is key!
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